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T. S. ELIOT AS DRAN~TI ST 

I. Introduction 

Throughout history one finds that men periodical

ly appear who are destined to influence the course of 

events that follow them, In no area is this more true 

than in the field of literature, and of no man is this 

more true than of Thomas Stearns Eliot. While there 

are students of literature who do not like Eliot's ab

truse style, few would gainsay the influence that this 

man of diverse talents has had and will continue to 

have on all subsequent writers. 

Eliot's influence has been threefold; with some of 

the most profound and innovative poetry of the twenti

eth century, he has been a model for other writers. As 

a critic he has made no less an impression; perhaps not 

since Pope or Coleridge has anyone been quite so elo

quent on the subjects of how poetry should be written 

and how it should be judged. He has also made important 

contributions in the field of drama. 

When one thinks of T. S. Eliot, he usually thinks 

of his famous The Waste~. The Love Song of l• Alfred 

Prufrock, or~ Quartets. Indeed, these and others 

of hi s poems are the foundation on which his reputation 
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a a writer i s built. ~1 - t 
t 10 , however, di d not limit 

hims elf t o lyric poetry. H e recognized the importance 

of drama as a vehicle of man's adapting to his world 

and was inclined to create poetry which was essen

tially dramatic in nature. Northrop Frye said, "Per

haps Th e Wasteland ... is closer to ... poetic drama 

than any of his plays." 1 

El iot's interest in drama seems to date from his 

visits to the London Music Halls. Led by Arthur Sym

ons in 1890, sophisticated society sought this form 

of entertainment for the next three decades. As part 

of that society, Eliot became engrossed with the rap

port that existed between the artists and the audi

ence during performances. He became convinced that 

the audience should be a collaborator in any art, but 

especially dramatic art; he first presented this view 

in an obituary for Marie Lloyd in the Criterion when 

the famous music hall star died in 1922. The idea 

that the audience should be "involved with" the drama 

was not new with Eliot. An American poet, Vachel 

Lindsay, had already created a series of poems which 

contained elements to which the audience made res

ponses. Eliot disagreed with Yeat's doctrine of "drama 

for the select few," He advocated that if drama was 

functl.·on of speaking to the masses of t o fulfill its 

people , then the audience must feel more closely drawn 
. 2 

into the dramatic experience. 
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His exper i ence at t h . e mus ic hall s had convinced 
him tha t f or t he aud· ience to respond to drama, certa i n 

elements mus t be present. The most important of these, 

he de c i ded , was r hy thm. It was the one common element 

t o be f ound in the music and dancing of the music halls 

as we ll as in the poetry and ritualistic dance of the 

Gr eek chorus during the early history of drama. The 

rhythms, he seemed to suggest, correspond to latent 

feelings in man and touch nerves which help him to per

ceive the eternal truths. In Eliot's view the best 

way to bring these rhythms to modern drama was through 

poetry.3 Yet, the poetry must be such that the lan

guage would not be so elevated or so dialectical as 

to get in the way of clarity of thought or to grate 

on the sensibilities of the audience. He felt that it 

was necessary to express the truth about man's essen

tial dignity and his relationship to God in a medium 

men could relate to. Poetry in drama, and the effect 

of one on the other became one of Eliot's major con

cerns . Perhaps one of the interlocators in his "Dia

logue on Dramatic Poetry" presents the author's view 

best when he says, "All poetry tends toward drama, and 

all drama towards poetry,"4 The nineteenth century's 

obsession with realism had driven poetry from the 

t hea t er . Eliot regre t ted the loss of an element which 

he cons i dered f undamental to drama. It became his 



go a l to wr i te a po e-cic drama which woul d be r elat i ve 

to , and appr eciated by , +he d ' 
v au ience of hi s t i me . 

Much of the di f fic ul t y other writers had i n a t -

4 

te p~ i ng to wr i te poe t i c drama , he fe lt, was the i n

ability to get past the examples set by Shakespeare. 

He fe l t that to produce a poetic language which would 

be "tolerated" by a modern audience and which would 

st ill produce good poetry, the wr iter should go back 

past the Elizabethans and utilize a simpler style, 

one which would resemble medieval alliterative verse.5 

I n his plays Eliot not only returns to the medi

eval period to borrow rhythmical patterns, but he also 

re turns to the Greeks and utilizes many of the elements 

wh i ch Aristotle says are necessary for tragedy. This 

is not to say that Eliot has written tragedies, for 

classificat ion of his plays into established catego

ries seems difficult. To say that he has used, among 

other things, elements of the Greek tragedy to produce 

a modern poetic drama which would be palatable to an 

audience unaccustomed to poetry in the theat er and to 

do ttis without sacrificing the quality of the poetry 

would be more to the point. To delineate the most 

elements he borrowed f rom the Greeks i mportant of the 
+o which the critics thi nk and to discuss the degree v 

· his a t tempts to write mod that he was successful i n 

1 'oe the subject of this paper. 
ern poet ic drama wil 

often referred to as comedies 
Those plays which are 



with a tragic view of life, Murder in the Cathedral , 

The Family Reunion, and The Cocktail Party, will be 

the basis for the study. 

5 
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.J.. . Eliot ' s u f s e O t he Characteri s tics of 
Gre ek Tragedy 

Thomas Becket, the martyr of Canterbury, is the 

principal character of Murder in the Cathedral. His 

6 

s tory is not only familiar but also dear to the hearts 

of the Canterbury audience for whom it was commissioned 

and originally performed. It was an inspired choice, 

for both the subject and theme are very appropriate 

for the high style and mood one associates with the 

poetic drama. He chose the Greek myths as subjects of 

the next two plays. In The Family Reunion Eliot re

called the myth that Aeschylus related in the Oresteia.. 

Ten years later he used the story Alcestis, written by 

Euripedes, as the •basis for The Cocktail Party. Both 

these myths deal with the theme of guilt, just as 

Murder in the Cathedral does. Apparently Eliot for

got that few members of the modern audience would be 

aware of the stories of Orestes and Alcestis, and much 

of the significance of these two plays was lost to 

them. 

While they may not know the original Greek myths, 

the modern audience does know about the suffering one 

he l·s burdened by feelings of guilt. undergoes when 

the maJ·or themes in all of Eliot's trag
This is one of 

he comes to terms with edies, the suffering of man as 
·1 well as the universal guilt 

his own personal gui t as 

of a l l men. 
theme which pervades the It is also a 



The choice of Becket as 
a subject to show a man 

who suffers guilt because he 
is tempted to "do the 

right thing f or the wrong 
reason" is one the modern 

audience can identify with. Though Becket finally 

rej ects these temptations, perhaps more easily than 

less exceptional men, he is tempted by the idea of 
achieving martyrdom. He suffers the agony of seeing 
himself doubting his own motivations, and he under-

goes inner turmoil before he arrives at a point of 

realization that the act of martyrdom can be deter

mined only by God. Recognizing this, he sublimates 

his will to the will of God's "eternal action, an 

eternal patience/to which all must consent that it 

may be willed ..... 6 The average man may not be sub

jected to temptations of the magnitude of Becket's, 

but he is often faced with situations in which he 

feels the need to submit to, or accept, God's role 

for him. Like Becket he finds it difficult to ac

cept that he can not "turn the wheel" but must accept 

f t . 1•Jhen he does not allow him-God's course o ac 10n. v 

self to obey the will of God, he undergoes pain and 

suffering. 

7 

Of all mankind is expressed through the The guilt 

f Canterbury women who acknowledge role of the chorus o 
. h f the blame for Becket's death. and accept theirs are 0 

They can only watch helplessly and suffer the guilt of 

fo r them that Christ suffered and 
knowing that it is 
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t ha t Thomas is about to 
suff er, Hi s suff er ing i s 

the irs , and they suffe r in th1's 
knowledge . By the 

end of the play, they have 
achieved recognition of 

t heir par t in t he e t ernal plan and accep t it as t hey 
pray 

We ac!nowledge our trespass, our 
, eakn~ss, our fault; We acknowledge 

Tha t the sin of the world is upon our heads• 
that the blood of the Martyrs and the ' 
agony of the saints 

Is upon our heads. 
Lord, have mercy upon us,7 

The Three Knights handle their guilt in a differ

ent manner. They represent most men who do not ac

cept their part in the universal sin as they try to _ 

mitigate their guilt by displacing it, first on the 

state, then on Thomas himself, and finally on the au

dience whom they are addressing. The Second Knight 

tell s the audience: 

.•. But, if you have now arrived at a 
just subordination of the pretensions of the 
Church to the welfare of the State, remem
ber that it is we who took the first step. 
We have been instrumental in bringing about 
the state of affairs that you approve. We 
have served your intere~ts; we m!rit your 
applause; and if there is any guilt_wha~
eve5 in the matter, you must share it with 
us . 

Becket allays his guilt through recognition of 

hl· s achi·eve martyrdom and his acceptance inability to 

of God's control over his destiny. The chorus finds 

expiat ion t hrough a ccepting their share of the guilt 

f or Chr ist ' s and Becke t 's dea ths, Eliot allows the 

, . I 



audience to experience temptation 
and t o have t he op-

portunity t o accept its share 
of the bur den of guilt 

through the temptation by the Knights as they try to 
·ustify their ac t i ons . 

In The Family Reunion, Harry Monchensey is suf-

fering because he t hinks he has drowned his wife. He 

is not certa in that he actually pushed her from t he 

ship , but he wished her dead. In a Christian world, 

the thought is just as much a sin as the commission 

9 

of the act. The audience is never told whether he has 

committed murder since the truth is irrelevant to the 

f eeling of guilt Harry must bear. Harry is able to 

accept his guilt and seek atonement for it only through 

understanding the true nature of the sin. When Agatha 

tells him the facts of his family curse, the desire of 

the husband to kill the wife, he can accept his guilt 

because he recognizes that it is an inheritance from 

hi s f ather. Like Becket he can not nullify his guilt 

because he is not responsible for it, 

In The Cocktail Party the guilt is caused by adul

t erous love affairs, Each of the four characters of 

the i l licit affairs comes to realize that his greater 

l·n not facing the real world. guilt comes 
The married 

and Lavinia, are strangers to each other, 
couple, Edward 

thel· r lovers sees them or their rela
and neither of 

Through consul t ation 
ti onships as t hey really are, 

. . Reilly, whose cont ribution t o 
with a psych1ar1s t , Dr, 
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· h ir recognition of t heir 
conditions is s imilar to 

tha t of Agatha ' s , they are 
able t o seek salvat ion from 

guilt . El iot returns here t o the motif of mart yrdom 
s ince Celia 's path to 1 · sa vat1on is through sacrifice 
f or humanity . 

El io t also returns to the Greek tragedy for his 

choice of a t ype of protagonist for his plays. The 

heroes of those early dramas were usually exceptional 

men who were inherently more good than evil. So it is 

with Becket and Harry. Becket has a high sense of 

dedication to a cause which places him above the gen

eral strata of man. His understanding of the nature 

of God and his own fallibility and impending martyrdom 

elevate him to a realm where the average man does not 

l ive. Harry has not dedicated himself to service on 

a hi gh spiritual plane, but he does possess the in

stincts of a good man. He is seeking salvation from 

the t errible burden of guilt he bears. He is able to 

achieve spiritual salvation only after Agatha tells 

hi m of his father's desire to murder his wife (Harry's 

mother ) . He accepts his share of the guilt of the 

to accept the role of deposfamily curse but refuses 
h. mother has tried to itory of the f amily guilt 15 

He arrives at a level of spiritual 
impose on him, 

him to begin expiation for his 
maturi ty which allows 

guilt.9 
·ts Eliot seems to rely less 

V' ith each play he wr1 e ' 
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o t e reek characteristics and to have less distinc-

tion between the major and mi·nor 
charact er s . This can 

be seen when one compares Murder in the Ca t hedral to 
The Cocktail Par ty where all the - charac t ers contr i bu te 

signif icantly t o the acti·on wi·th the exception of t he 

two ca t erer's men and Dr. Reilly's receptionest. The 

two maj or characters, Edward and Lavinia's, ac t ions 

s i gn i f icantly influence only each other and their for

mer lovers. They tend to be influenced by the other 

characters of the play for a reverse of the pattern of 

the Greek tragedy. 

Aristotle has said that this exceptional man who 

is the protagonist of the tragedy must be in a posi

tion to influence others. Eliot's protagonists are 

in such a position. Becket's martyrdom had an immense 

ef fect on all believers of his time as well as later 

ones. The chorus of the poor of Canterbury are filled 

with fear and dread as they suspect his return from 

exile in France. They do not wish him to disturb the 

routine of their daily lives which they describe as 

"livi ng and partly living." It is through the chorus 

that the effect of Becket's martyrdom is best revealed, 

and the effect is profound. They, like Becket, come 

t o realize that it is not his decision but God's. They 

thel·r part in his death and the guilt that 
al so accept 

a cc ompanies it. 

P
osition of inf luence has been 

Harry Monchensey's 
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trust upon him by the order of his birth . 

of th e eldest s on in the f 
amily is one which accords 

The role 

hi . influenc e within the fami·ly 
group. His absence 

f rom h ishwood has caused ti'rne 
to stop for his mother. 

Amy wan t s him to come back so 11·fe can 
begin again. 

Amy ' s s i sters and brothers, robots who do not really 

live but only exist, want him to fit into these plans 

and refrain from any mention of the incident which is 

causing the agony within his soul. Like the Canter-

bury women, they want the "turning wheel" which brings 

suffering to be still. Mary and Agatha, who are more 

aware and admirable than other members of the family, 

influence the protagonist more than they are influ

enced by him as they help him to see the course he 

must take. 

The protagonist of The Cocktail Party does not 

meet the qualifications of the exceptional man as 

clearly as the two previous ones. As the plays come 

closer to being realistic rather than ritualistic, the 

d . " Yet Lavinia, and characters become more "or 1nary. 

ition that their later Edward, do come to a recogn 

"hardly 11·v1·ng" and they do seek an answer "living" is 

to their dilemma. Another character, Celia, is a re-

she sacrifices her life for turn to the saint motif as 

Part of the world. These the poor and sick in a remote 
the extent that they are 

characters are exceptional to . 
recognition and suffering can 

aware that only through 
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he really act and , therefore , live. 

rr.ade up of very unexceptional people, the chorus 
i s probably the most important prop Eliot borrows from 
the Greek . 

Supposedly originating in the worship ser-

vice to Dionysus, drama was composed of only the chorus 

in its infancy. Evolv1· th h ng roug the ages, drama re-

placed the cho ~us with the individual speaker. By the 

time of Sophocles and Euripedes the role of the chorus 

was primarily to comment on the actions of the other 

characters or give the audience helpful background in

formation. Succeeding generations of dramatists dropped , 

the chorus altogether. 

In his efforts to write a modern poetic drama, 

Eliot reinstated the chorus , first in The Rock and 

later in other plays. Eliot proved to be successful in 

his attempts to write choral poetry. The choral odes 

are all that remain of The Rock. Northrop Frye has 

called them, "the only valuable part .of the play." 10 

. an i'mportant element in Murder in the The chorus 1s 

Cathedral but becomes less important in The Family 

In The Cocktail Party the chorus has been Reunion. 

has been eliminated entirely reduced to one scene and 

in the last two plays. 
11 

that Eliot has not only reDavid Jones suggests 
but in Murder in the Cathe

stored the chorus to drama 

~ has actually 
t' The chorus enlarged it's func ion. 

the traditional role of mediator 
not only performs 
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et w en the common 1 peop e and the ac t ion of the play, 
ut it a l s o serves 

a s an extension of the church ser-
vice which instructs the 

worshipper on the meaning of 
martyrd orn. 12 

The choruses of A eschylus and Sophocles have been 

discussed by Jones in his discussion of Eliot's plays. 

He says 

Th~ c~orus for him (Aeschylus) is the 
p~1~c1p~l means of transcending the 
l1m1tat1ons_of drama. Sophocles trans
fe~s attention to the individual actor 
ana makes the chorus subordinate to him 

.th7 choral odes in Sophocles suspend 
the action, they are supplementary to it 
rather than complementary, as in Aeschylus.13 

He sees Eliot's chorus in Murder in the Cathedral as 

being more closely patterned after those of Aeschylus 

than those of Sophocles. The poor women of Canterbury 

typify all mankind and represent the great mass of sin

ners who Christ was sent to save.14 Since Thomas' 

death and martyrdom parallels the sacrifice of Christ, 

he is dying to remind the chorus that they may be 

saved because of Christ's death. Their role is to 

witness his suffering and to acknowledge that their 

part of the action is to accept his suffering as well 

as Christ's sacrifice. By accepting his gift, they 

h actl·on, not merely commenting on 
are completing t e 

it. 
to acknowledge their guilt 

Without their presence 
death would not have mean

and his sacrifice, Becket's 
reflects his suffering; their 

ing . ~hei r suffering 
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acceptance of hi s mar tyrdom r 

of a who le . They ar 
P-esents the other half 

e an integral part of the action 
of the play, not merel 

Yan adornment to it. The chorus 
embody t heir own experience 

rather than the author's 
view of the action.15 It is 

this involvement of the 
chorus which Jones refers When 

he sees the choruses 
of Murder in ill Cathedral and 

~ Famil¥ Reunion more 
akin to those of Aeschylus th an those of Sophocles or 
Euripedes, 

In The Family Reunion the chorus is relegated to 

a position of less importance. Eliot does not stop 

his experimentation with the form, however. Here he 

utilizes both a traditional chorus as represented by 

the quartet of aunts and uncles and an auxiliary chorus 

in the person of Agatha. Traditionally, the chorus is 

to represent the common man who would have been un

educated and somewhat obtuse.16 Whatever information 

or ideas this chorus would contribute would be based 

more on intuitive or instinctive feelings rather than 

intellectual analysis. The traditional chorus often 

expresses fear of events to come and tries to resist 

t t ·on Agatha, as the en-any change that sugges sac 1 • 

the same purpose as a chorus lightened chorus, serves 

but presents an educated view, 
Her knowledge of family 

•r and human nature (and 
history and perception of 11 e 

fr Harry to be able 
perhaps her love) are necessary 0 

. t he feels. Since she is nee
to resolve the confl1c s 

play , Agatha's chorus is 
essary t o the action of the 



simil a r ~o the chorus . IV· ln ,urder · th --..;.=...;:;..:::..!... in _e Cathedral; 

chorus of aunts and uncles more closely parallels 

traditional one. 

16 

the 

the 

The chorus makes another significa.~t contribution 

to the play in addition to th .. eir involvement in the 

action. The pure beauty of th· eir poetry is exceptional. 

Jones says of the chorus of r~ d •iUr er in the Cathedral: 

The_cho~us7s w7re the fruit of previous ex
per1men at1on 1n The Rock. They are per
haps t~e grea~est thing in a great play. 
There is nothing else like them in English, 
to my knowledge. In fact we have to go 
back to Greek tragedy .. ,17 

Eliot almost eliminated the role of the chorus 

when he wrote The Cocktail Party in 1949, It is 

relegated to one short scene where Dr. Reilly, Julia 

and Alex chant an invocation to "the holy ones" to 

watch over Edward, Lavinia and Celia as they search 

for their path to salvation. The role is an adorn

ment to the play and makes no contribution to the 

+· ac~ion. 
By the time of his last two plays, Eliot had be

come more concerned with reaching a wider audience, 

1 l droppe d most of the trappings 
and he had compete Y 

deci
.ding that these elements of 

of the Greek theater, 
. and religious subject matter 

the classic tradition 

turned modern audiences away, 
, plays sees a radical change 

The reader of Eliot s 
attempt a t writing drama for 

from the time of his firS
t 
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t he theater , Sweenev A~o · t ( 
--~~~ ~ n1s es unfinished), to the time 

of The Elder Statesman. 
The three plays which have 

been discussed show those changes 1.n a 
succinct way. 

- 0 nes describes the evolution of these 
plays well. 

He says that they started as a study of how the mar-

tyrdom of the spiritually elect enriches the lives of 

t he ordinary man. The emphasis gradually shifted from 

the elite individual who was concerned with standards 

of moral honesty and spiritual integrity to the group 

of common men who share those same concerns.18 The 

focus of the plays moves from the individual to the 

group; however, the group becomes more individual. 

By the time Eliot wrote The Cocktail Party the chorus 

no longer spoke for the common man. He spoke for him

self as an individual who shares common problems and 

concerns with the group. In each play a separate 

theme is illuminated against a darker ground of the 

others. The total of the plays shows the whole pie-

h Play represents a separate par t of ture while eac 

the collage. 
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III. 

An Evaluation of El1'ot as 
Dramatist 

To complete a study of Eliot as a dramatist, the 

reader must attempt to make an evaluation of how well 

th e author succeeded in his purpose. Ft 
·u ure genera-

tions will have the final word, but 
the critical opin-

ion of the present will be helpful. 

There is no consensus as to which is his greatest 

drama. There are basically two opinions on this issue. 

There is the group of critics who feel that Murder in 

the Cathedral is his greatest work; there are others 

who feel that the last two, The Confidential Clerk and 

The Elder Statesman are equally good and the best of 

the lot. Each group presents good and valid reasons 

for the views it holds. 

Those who . contend that Murder in the Cathedral 

is Eliot's most important work include Raymond ¼il

liams, who calls it 'Eliot's most assured dramatic 

success,,19 Sean Lucy agrees with this judgement that 

it will be the most successful of his plays but does 

qualify his statements and mention some flaws. 

He says 

the Cathedral, despite i~s 
In Mu:der in~ didactic element, Eliot 

faulty action and it to be considered as 
had written what mar.c~m;lays of the half0 one of the best Eng is·tten it in verse. 
century--and he had wri . 

. lay as being Eliot's 
Another proponent of this P 

most important drama 
l·s David Jones. tic achievement 
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He says that there is not any 

doubt that it is a 
great play and that it may be 

the greatest religious 
play. He says that it can be 

enjoyed by others not 
sharing Eliot's belief. H 

e disagrees with Lucy's 
judgement that it is didacti·c. C 

hiari says that "it 

allows the central character and those who surround 

him to be themselves, and not the mouthpiece of the 

author." 21 

There is agreement among most critics, even those 

who find that most fault with the play as a whole, as 

to the aspect of the play which is most successful. 

With few exceptions they praise the musical quality 

and the beautiful, rhythmic cadences of the chorus 

which so completely express the suffering of the poor 

of Canterbury. Howard Howarth has said 

. . . but those (choruses) of _ .urder in 
the Cathedral are among Eliot's greatest 
poetry, conducting the listener through the 
most tense and solemn of all dances of the 
nerves, gripping the ~istener with sudden 
pictures of English life, sudden sound~ and 
cries from English life. And the English 
middle-class audience. • .respond to the d 
voices which spoke to them of themselve~ an 
ac;epted Murder in the Cathedral as their 
play.22 

kl.'nd of concensus among those who There is also a 
d 1 The flaw t hey 

find fault with Murder in fil Ca the ra · 
•tis too didactic. 

mention most frequently is that 1 

l
·t i·s written for a special au

Others contend that 
to like the play 

d ' audience that was bound ience, an • 
and that their 

SubJ·ect and setting because of its 
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critical judgement is sub· 
Ject to question. 

f ind fa ult with the lack 
Still others 

of unity of the play-citing 
the Christmas Day sermon 

and the speech to the au-
dienc e by the Four Knights as too 

far removed from 
the rest of the play. s 

ome fault the Knights' address 
to the audience as gimmickery and decry its use. 

Chiari is representative of the group who con-

tended that Eliot's last two plays are his most im

portant contributions to poetic drama. He makes the 

distinction between "popularity" and ,, greatness. 11 He 

concedes that Murder in the Cathedral is the only one 

of his plays which continues to be performed and to 

enjoy great success. He contends , however, that it 

is with the two comedies, The Confidential Clerk and 

The Elder Statesman, that Eliot came closes t to writ-

• • d. t· 23 1ng important rama ic verse. 

Chiari indicates the marked improvement in Eliot 's 

plays began with The Cocktail Party. He points to the 

increased dramatic skills, the smoo t h blend of Greek 

myth and modern situation, and the fully integrated 

qual ity of the verse in this work as being signs of 

. k"lls He says ·hat 
the progress of Eliot's dramatics i · 

1 t d the search 
i n The Confidential Clerk Eliot comp e e 

f dramatic form with character 
for the perfect blend o 

. 1 The Elder Statesman , 
and action. Of the final Pay, -

marked charac terizations are 
he says that the most 

· he 1·ty already found in=--
added to the same good qua 1 
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Conf idential Clerk. H 

e comments on its "atmosphere of 
graceful mellowness" Which he feels reflects 

the long 
delayed personal happiness of Eliot.24 

Since Eliot is primarily known fo~ 
- poetry other 

than that which was meant to be 
performed, it seems 

natural to evaluate his success 
as a dramatist against 

+hat standard. Here th · · · 
v e opinion 1s not divided. ¼hile 

most critics will compare one or more of Eliot's plays 

favorably with other plays of his time, research finds 

none who will suggest that the quality of his plays 

approaches the level of his other poetry. Yet few will· , 

make a definite statement to that effect (perhaps r~al

izing that a shift in opinion and taste in the future 

may make it prudent to be vague). One critic who does 

express what the majority seem to feel i s Sean Lucy. 

In T. S. Eliot and the Idea of Tradition he concludes 

with the following evaluation: 

It is almost impossible to avoid the 
idea that Eliot the poet is m~ch more im
portant than Eliot the dramatist. So far 
he has written no great play, and _no play 
except Murder in~ Cathedral which ap
proaches greatness. 

Eli·ot's success or lack of A true evaluation of 

Of what he was attempting it should be made in terms 

to do. 
. verse which would He wanted to write a play in 

be 2ccepted by the modern audi ence. 
To do this he felt 

. . tate c: hakespeare, s technique. In an 
that he should 1m1 ~ . 

D. l later reprinted in 
essay he contributed to the __l.L, 
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~he Sacred~' Eliot suggested 
of unsuccessful at-

t empts to write poe ti c drama: 

'Possibly the ma·o. 
confect a poetic dram~ ~1.ty of attempts to 
wrong end; they have ai a;e begun at the 
public which wants "poe~:; .. ~t the small 

Shakespeare, he says, approaches from the 
other end. 

El io t said Shakespeare wrote for a pu'ol1.·c h w o wanted 

enterta inment of a crude sort but would "stand" a 

great deal of poetry. 

Eliot approached his modern poetic drama in the 

same manner and met with some degree of success. Murder 

in the Cathedral was widely accept ed and still is en

j oying success. "In this and other plays he has helped 

give the theater a workable dramatic verse 1 ~ig and 

has probably done more than any other English play

wright of this - century to get audiences to accept this 

verse without prejudice. Thi s is a major achievement. 

"26 There is little evidence to indicate that Eliot 

started a trend toward making the poetic drama a po -

ular art form for today, but perhaps that is for the 

future t o decide. h Or when the in-Who can say were 

fluence of one writer will reemerge? 
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